Handwritten Notes and Sketches Integrated into Microsoft® Office OneNote®

Capturx for Microsoft® Office OneNote® now available for 64-bit OS, automatically integrates handwritten notes and sketches on paper into Microsoft Office for instant back-up, searching, and easy sharing. Simply write with a digital pen in Capturx notebooks or on blank sheets. In addition to getting normal ink on paper, the notes and sketches also instantly appear in OneNote when you connect the pen to your PC.

Powerful handwriting recognition lets you search your notes or convert them to digital text. You can also copy and paste sketches, handwriting or converted text into email or other Office files for easy sharing. Notes can be written in 8-1/2 x 11 notebooks, Rite in the Rain® all-weather notebooks, or on blank sheets that you print from OneNote.

A broad range of individuals and teams in the office and the field rely on Capturx to speed information capture and sharing:

- Sales
- Surveyors
- Architects
- Inspectors
- Engineers
- GIS teams
- Contractors
- Military
- Mobile office workers
- First responders
- Public safety
- Students

Keep Organized Easily

- All notes are automatically backed up, centralized, and easy to access in OneNote
- Each page in the paper notebook corresponds to a page in the digital notebook
- Notes and pages can be easily sorted and reorganized in OneNote

Quickly Search and Find Notes

- Handwriting becomes searchable using powerful character recognition
- Simply type a word and find every place where it’s written across notebooks

Share notes through Office

- Copy and paste sketches and handwriting into email and Office files
- Convert handwriting to digital text or access it as the original ink strokes
- Share notebooks on networks to improve collaboration, decisions, and record keeping
Components of Capturx for Microsoft Office OneNote

Capturx for Microsoft Office OneNote
The Capturx add-in for OneNote enables blank sheets to be printed on ordinary paper for use with digital pens, which integrate the handwriting back into OneNote. Teams can work with multiple pre-printed Capturx notebooks.

Capturx Digital Pen*
The Capturx digital pen writes with regular ink and also digitizes and stores the handwriting using a built-in sensor and local memory. The pen recharges and uploads data using an included USB connection. The pen can be used for up to 10 days with a single charge.

Capturx Paper Notebooks*
Capturx software works with blank sheets printed from Capturx and pre-printed Capturx notebooks. The standard letter-size spiral notebook (8-1/2 x 11) has ordinary paper for use in offices, schools or on the go. The Rite in the Rain® all-weather notebook (5 x 9) can be used outside in a range of weather conditions.

Key Features

Automatic Digital Copies of Your Paper Notes in Office - Every time you connect your digital pen to your PC, Capturx integrates your handwritten notes and sketches into Microsoft Office OneNote.

Use Capturx Notebooks or Print Your Own - Get started with large or small pre-printed notebooks immediately. Print your own blank sheets or notebooks on ordinary paper using many common office printers**.

Automatic Backup and Organization - Each page in your paper notebook corresponds to the same numbered page in your OneNote notebook. Notes can be easily sorted and organized in Office.

Powerful Search Features - OneNote converts and indexes handwriting behind the scenes enabling you to quickly search and find handwritten information deep within large notebooks.

Handwriting Conversion to Digital Text - You can use that same character recognition in OneNote to convert all your handwriting to digital text.

Sketching - Hand drawn sketches from your paper notebook are uploaded as digital images when the digital pen is docked.

Easy Information Sharing - Digital notes and sketches can be copied and pasted into email or any other Office application. Notebooks can also be placed on networks to consolidate and share information among teams.

Use in Harsh Conditions - The durable digital pen and Rite in the Rain® notebook option enable digital data collection where ordinary mobile computers can’t be used – ranging from wet conditions to bright sunlight.

System Requirements
Basic: Microsoft Office OneNote 2007 or 2010 (32-bit or 64-bit)
Operating System: Windows XP SP3, Vista SP2 or Windows 7 (32-bit or 64-bit)***
Memory: A minimum of 512MB of RAM is required, though 1 GB of RAM or more is suggested for optimal results.

* Capturx for OneNote can be purchased without Capturx digital pens and notebooks. Check with your sales representative on specific bundles and components.
** Printing your own notebook pages is optional and requires a 4-color laser PostScript printer. Please contact sales@adapx.com for more information.